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RELIGION AND AMERICAN IDENTITY: LITERARY
EXPLORATIONS

digitalresearch.bsu.edu/immersive-learning-showcase-spring-2022/exhibits/show/religion-and-american-
identity/overview

Overview

Watch Video At: https://youtu.be/fFptxvUwL04

Students in this course explored the potential of stories to enable connections among readers

from diverse backgrounds and consider how such literary points of contact can expand

outward. Students read contemporary American fiction that treats the lived experience of

characters belonging to different religious groups. We visited local religious centers and

interacted with participants in Maring-Hunt Public Library book clubs. Students developed

reading guides to empower people to facilitate difficult conversations in their own

communities about religious diversity.

Faculty Mentor: Dr. Kathryn Ludwig, Department of English

CREDOS book club →
Overview
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Maring Hunt Public Library Book Club Series
digitalresearch.bsu.edu/immersive-learning-showcase-spring-2022/exhibits/show/religion-and-american-

identity/credos-book-club

Click through to view the slide decks from three of the book

club discussions held at the Maring-Hunt Branch of the

Muncie Public Library. 

Eternal Life by Dara Horn - February 3 (Judaism) 

Alif the Unseen by G. Willow Wilson - March 3 (Islam)

The Hungry Tide by Amitav Ghosh - April 7 (Hinduism)

The Book of Joan by Lidia Yuknavitch - May 5
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The Hungry Tide

by Am itav Gh osh

A discuss ion  on :



Geographical Setting/History 

Where did it happen?

● Sundarbans  
○ Between Banglades h and Wes t Bengal

● Lus ibari
○ “Tide country” 
○ Filled with predators

His torical context?

● 1757 - English Eas t India  Company
● 1857 - Anti-colonia l riots  
● 1858 - British colonization 
● 1920 - Firs t s ettlers  arrive in Lus ibari
● 1947 - Indian Independence Act 
● 1979 - Marichjhapi Massacre
● 2004 - Indian Ocean Tsunami 
● 2005 - Novel takes  place



The Sundarbans and Myth

Pg. 6 - In our legends it is said that the goddess Ganga’s descent from the 
heavens  would have split the earth had Lord Shiva not tamed her torrent by tying 
it into his  ash-smeared locks . To hear this  s tory is  to s ee the river in a  certa in 
way: as a heavenly braid, for instance, an immense rope of water, unfurling 
through a  wide and thirs ty pla in. That there is  a  further twis t to the ta le becomes  
apparent only in the final s tages  of the river’s  journey – and this  part of the s tory 
a lways  comes  as  a  surpris e, because it is  never told and thus  never imagined. It 
is  this : there is  a  point a t which the brain comes  undone; where Lord Shiva’s
matted hair is  washed apart into a  vas t, knotted tangle. Once pas t that point the 
river throws  off its  binding and s eparates  into hundreds , maybe thousands , of 
tangled s trands .



The Land and its Connection to Myth

What properties of myth and story are interwoven between 
the setting of the novel? Where do we see the setting 
intertwine with myth and why is that significant? What does 
myth teach us about the land?

Pg. 150 “Tell me children,” I would begin, “what do our old 
myths have in common with geology?” …

“Think about it,” I would say, “and you’ll see. It’s not just the 
goddesses – there’s a lot more in common between myth 
and geology. Look at the size of their heroes, how immense 
they are – heavenly deities on the one hand, and on the other 
the titanic stirrings of the earth itself – both equally 
otherworldly, equally remote from us.



Hinduism

Religion

● Panthes itic Religion - there is  one divine being 
that manifes ts  its elf in our reality
○ “Each of the individual personal gods  is  

cons idered to be an aspect of the Divine 
One”

● Brahma is  the divine onenes s  that is  
omniscient and omnipotent with an infinite 
number of forms

● Atma is  the individual ‘soul’; divine 
consciousnes s  manifes ted in a ll living beings

● Sanatana Dharma - the Eternal Truth

Culture

● Namaste/Nomoshkar - “I acknowledge 
the divine in you, that which is  a lso in 
me.”

● Varnas (as  s ta ted in the Vedas ) -
Braahman, Kshatriyas ,  Vaishyas , 
Shudras  
○ Vedic duties  evolved into 

determiner of societa l value



Religion and Culture

Significance of Nature 

● Brahman manifes ts  its elf in a ll creation 
equally, including nature
○ “very s trong environmental 

conscience”
● Humans  mus t learn to coexis t with 

nature - non-violence

Notable Pas s ages

● Pg. 150-152 - ”Love flows  deep in the 
rivers .” 
○ Love as  a  divine emotion

● Pg. 168-172 - “Untold multitudes  of 
crabs  are burrowing into our badh [...] 
Because the animals  ‘a lready know by 
ins tinct we’re not comfortably a t home 
in our trans la ted world.”

● Pg 194 - Dolphins  are “Bon Bibi’s  
messengers”



Religion/Spirituality and the Land

In our previous slide of religion 
and culture, we noted connections 
to spirituality and the environment.

How does this influence the way 
you observe religion/spirituality? 
How do you connect to the novel’s 
exploration of religion/spirituality?

Irrawaddy Dolphin

Gangetic Dolphin



Main Characters

Piya
● Young American 

Cetologis t
● Daughter of Indian 

immigrants
● Only knows  English and 

travels  a lone

Kanai
● Middle Aged Indian 

trans lator
● From New Delhi, spent a  

few years  in Sundarbans  
as  a  child

● In love with Piya 

Fokir

● Young impoverished crabber
● Knows  no English and illiterate
● Extens ive knowledge of the 

land
● Husband of Moyna, fa ther of 

Tutul, son of Kussum, and ‘son’ 
of Horen

Moyna
● Intelligent young Nurse
● Works  for Nilima
● Mother of Tutul and wife 

of Fokir



‘Side’ Characters

Nilima/Mashima
● Founded Babadon Trus t 

and built the hospita l
● Wife of Nirmal/ Saar and 

aunt (Mashima) to Kanai

Nirmal/ Saar
● School Profes sor and 

wannabe revolutionary
● Husband of Nilima and 

uncle to Kanai
● Witnessed the 

Morichjhapi massacre

Horen
● Es tablished boatman
● Raised Fokir
● Kusum’s  Lover?

Kus um
● Mother of Fokir, 

childhood friend of 
Kanai

● Killed in Morichjhapi 
massacre 



Religious Characters

Bon Bibi
● Guardian spirit of the fores t
● Emphas is  on nurturing
● Sis ter to Shah J ongoli

Shah J ongoli
● Guardian spirit of the fores t
● Emphas is  on defending
● Brother to Bon Bibi

Dokkhin Rai
● Demon of the Fores t
● Emphas is  on 

attacking/ killing
● Often appears  as  a  Tiger



Storyline #1: Nirmal’s Notebook

● Explains events before Nirmal’s death
● Nirmal & Horen are caught in a storm 

→ reunited with Kusum 
● Nirmal offers to help Marichjhapi 
● Nilima does not approve Marichjhapi 

cause → “seed of our mistrust” p. 158
● Nirmal not significant enough in 

revolution → ‘madness’?
● Nirmal and Horen go to warn Kusum 

about rumoured attack → Nirmal and 
Kusum stay, Horen leaves with Fokir

● Kusum presumably dies, Nirmal lives 
but suffers mental decay

● Horen revealed he and Nirmal loved 
Kusum.

Storyline #2: Present Day

● Piya meets Kanai on a train
● Fokir saves Piya from an unfortunate 

expedition → work well together
● Go to Lusibari → finds Kanai
● Expedition with Fokir, Kanai, & Horen
● Kanai’s jungle experience with Fokir, 

love confession to Piya, and return to 
Lusibari with Horen.

● Fokir & Piya stranded during cyclone. 
Fokir dies → serious trauma for Piya

● Piya returns to Lusibari with new 
research plans.  Kanai returns to New 
Delhi.



● What are your thoughts on the 
village tiger killing? Do you 
connect with Piya, the village, 
or Kanai? Why?

● Was  it right for Fokir to leave 
Kanai in the woods? What was  
his  point in conducting that 
event?

● What is  the s ignificance of 
Fokir’s  death? 

Discussion 
Questions



Themes
● Ecology, nature, and the tides
● Religion, culture, and myth
● Dichotomies and confluence 



What is the significance of the tides 
throughout the novel? What does  it 
mean for the tide to be "hungry"?

Discussion 
Questions



Though none of the main 
characters  directly expres s  religious  
beliefs , in what ways  do we s ee 
them expres s  devotion to ideas  
and/ or personal beliefs ?

Discussion 
Questions



What is the importance of 
communication in the novel? 

Does  the novel sugges t that 
language is  an effective means  of 
communication or an insufficient 
one?

Discussion 
Questions



Other thoughts?



Alif the Unseen
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Summary 

1. Alif and Intisar break up
a. Leads to acquisition of Alf Yeom and 

Creation of ‘Tin Sari’
2. The Hand hacks Alif’s computer

a. Alif and Dina now on the run
3. They seek out the help of Vikram the Vampire

a. Introduction to Jinn world 
4. They seek out information on Alf Yeom

a. Introduction of the Convert/the hidden 
alley

5. Big Police Chase
a. Siege on major mosque → lots of things

6. Alif in Prison (3 months)
a. Battle between good and evil 

7. Adventure into Empty Quarter
a. Reunited with old friends

8. Final Battle against the Hand
a. Hand is defeated by Alif/Alf Yeom and 

revolution begins



History and 
Culture



A Brief 
History of 
The Middle 
East

4

1936 - 1980s

Oil is discovered in the 
Middle East and the U.S. 
gets involved to acquire it 
and stop communism.

600 - 900s CE

The Thousand and One 
Nights is told and 
compiled. The stories are 
rooted in Arabic, 
Egyptian, Indian, Persian, 
and more cultures.

1919

The League of Nations 
led by President 
Woodrow Wilson 
mandates boundaries in 
the Middle East.

1973 - 1974

OPEC places an oil 
embargo on the U.S. for 
its actions in the Arab-
Israeli war.

1990 - 1991

The Gulf War begins as 
the U.S. and Saddam 
Hussein battle for oil.

2010 - 2012

The Arab Spring occurs 
throughout many 
countries in the Middle 
East.



The Arab Spring
- Events

- Tunisia
- Protests sparked after a young 

man sets himself on fire to protest 
police brutality and the 
President’s regime. The President 
is ousted 10 days later.

- Protests spread to several other 
countries:

- The Egyptian president resigns.
- Protests lead to civil war in Libya 

and Syria.
- Tunisia holds their first free 

election.
- Yemen’s president relinquishes 

power after years of protests.
- Alif the Unseen

- The story leads up to the events of the 
Arab Spring.

5



Culture in 
the Middle 
East

6

Class

- In the Middle East
- The middle class in Arab 

Spring countries are 
important in instigating 
protests.

- In Alif the Unseen
- Alif is from the Lower to 

Middle Class Area, known 
as the Baqara District. 
Other parts of town 
include the Old Quarter, 
New Quarter, and 
working class 
neighborhoods.

- Divisions within classes 
exist in the book as well.

Race
1. In the Middle East

- The Middle East has the 
largest number of 
Indian immigrants.

- Oil boom created job 
opportunities. Migrants 
came from countries 
with large populations 
of unskilled workers 

- Prejudice exists against 
non-Arab migrants.

2. In Alif the Unseen
- Alif is half Indian and 

half Arab, and 
experiences tension 
because of his racial and 
religious differences.



Discussion Question:
The American Convert is described as being half-in and 
half-out of the Jinn world. What is the significance of Alif 
being half-in and half-out, racially, of the Arab world?

Why does the book focus on Alif, who is not particularly 
religious and seems to have few political convictions, 
rather than someone like Dina (who is religious) or New 
Quarter (who acts out of strong political convictions)?

7



Jinn



What is a jinn?

“Hidden ones” 
Neither good nor evil
Made out of fire
Have free will 
Associated with trickery

9



Types of 
Jinn Effrit

Cunning, 
intelligent
Changeable

Marid

Most powerful
Often male 

Vetala

semi-evil
In Indian 
folklore
Possess 
human 
corpses 

10

Ghoul

Demonic 
Incapable of 
goodness

Sila

Shape-shifters 
Often female
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Discussion Question
What is the role of the jinn in the novel? 
Why do you think G. Willow Wilson decided 
to portray jinn the way she did in the 
novel? How would the novel have changed 
without the jinn?



Genre



- Subgenre of science fiction

- Advanced technology

- Dystopian future

- Private security forces vs. low-
life “underworld”

- Political and social corruption

- Protagonist is typically an 
outsider, criminal, or misfit

- Any story that witnesses life 
and the human experience on  
a subatomic level

- Perception of reality as a 
“spectrum of realness”

- Duality, contrasting binaries 
are entangled and develop 
character identity

- Character authorship

- Uncertainty and ambiguity 

13

Cyberpunk Quantum Fiction



Discussion Question:
Why does G. Willow Wilson choose to write a fantasy, 
cyberpunk story? 

What function does the fantasy genre serve? 

How does the genre influence our engagement with 
the novel?

14



Excerpt from An Interview 
with the Author

“In many countries in the Middle East… for a long 
time censorship of books and film was a very big 
deal. There were books you couldn’t buy, things 
with political content would be censored, but 
there were some genres of books and film that 
the censors just didn’t understand. They didn’t 
understand that below these fantasy themes, 
which they thought to be very childish, were 
these powerful political messages… All they see 
is the surface metaphor. They don’t really get 
what these books are saying.” (451)

15



Veiling
What preconceptions do you have about veiling?



“ He could not have guessed the 
world she had created for herself. 
Sewn into the underside of her 
long outer cloak were patches of 
bright silk, patterned, beaded, 
spangled with points of light.

Page 244



There are four different types of headscarves: 

❏ The Hijab-covers the head & neck

❏ *The Niqab*-covers entire body, neck, & face- only 
eyes are showing

❏ The Chador– body length shawl

❏ The Burqa– full body veil. One sees through a mesh 
screen.

18

Types of Muslim veils



Veiling
Although typically muslim 
veils have been stereotyped as 
oppressive, they can also be a 
symbol of empowerment. 

19

❏ Dina’s relationship with 
veiling

❏ The significance of Dina 
letting Alif underneath her 
veil.



Discussion Question:

How did Alif’s perspective on veiling shift 
over the course of the book?

Did your perception shift?

20
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Other Discussion Questions
- How do the “unseen” elements of the novel relate to 

each other? 
- Cyberspace 
- Dina’s  veil
- The Jinn world 
- Knowledge
- Language
- God
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- Dina says that metaphors are dangerous. Does she still 
believe this at the end of the novel?

- In Ch. 0, the jinn says of the Alf Yeom, “When you hear it, 
you will become someone else” (7). How are we different 
after we read this novel?

Other Discussion Questions



Thanks!
Any questions?

23



Eternal Life 
by Dara Horn

Ambrose Day, Lauren 
Latham, Madi Garrett, 
Sarah Wahl, & Sydney 

Merrill



What’s happening? Who are 
the main characters?

Let’s Refresh!01.

Historical references you 
might have missed

Judaism in the Novel02.

What stood out to you? 
Literary Themes

Discussion03.

Impressions? Thoughts?

Key Takeaways04.

Table of Contents

Final statements

Conclusions05.



Let’s 
Refresh!
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Main Characters

Son of high 
priest, madly in 

love with Rachel, 
biological father 

of Yochanan, 
cannot die

Elazar

Daughter of a 
scribe, mother 

of Yochanan, in 
love with Elazar, 

cannot die

Granddaughter of 
Rachel, genetics 

researcher, wishes 
to discover 

immortality through 
Rachel

Rachel Hannah Rocky
Son of Rachel, 

token 
troublemaker, 
Bitcoin lover, 

modern version 
of Yochanan



Plot Overview

● Rachel and Elazar fall in love 
and have Yochanan via infidelity

● They take a vow of immortality 
to save Yochanan from illness

● The temple is destroyed but 
Yochanan saves the Torah before 
dying of old age

● Rachel and Elazar find each 
other in their second lives, 
marry, and discover they cannot 
have children together



Plot Overview

● Rachel leaves and begins a string 
of marriages and families, still in 
love with Elazar

● Elazar adapts to modernity while 
Rachel remains traditional

● Against Rachel’s wishes, Elazar 
continues to pop up in her life

● Rachel’s granddaughter wants to 
research her because of her young 
appearance, but Rachel denies her



Plot Overview

● Hannah steals Rachel’s DNA, 
Rachel tells Hannah that she is 
immortal, and agrees to be 
researched

● Rachel discovers her house on fire 
and sacrifices herself to save 
Hannah’s child



Jewish persecution extends beyond the Holocaust.
Jewish tradition includes shared religious practices and a 
shared ethnic history. There is a 1,000 year gap in the novel; 
I will drop a link in the chat.

Judaism in the Novel:
Things you might have missed

30 BCE
Yochanan 
birth 
(p. 62)

90 CE
Yochanan 
death
(p. 207)

70 CE
Siege of 
Jerusalem 
and Burning 
of Temple 
(p.199-205)

Early 20th 
century
Fleeing 
Poland (p. 
12)

489 CE
Antioch 
and 
Synagogue 
Burning (p. 
99) 1990-Present 

Owning 
Business, 
Cryptocurrency

02
628 CE 
Byzantium 
(p. 127)

681 CE 
Spain 
Forced 
Conversion 
(p. 128)

1967 Six 
Days 
War and 
Western 
Wall (p. 
13)

1975-1990
Lebanon 
War (p. 
117)



● Significance of Temple, Torah, God
● Judaism: Culture, Heritage, and Faith
● Persecution and Stereotypes 
● Synagogues, Scrolls, Vows, Priests, Scribes 
● Yochanan actual quotes (195)

○ “‘If you’re planting a tree and someone 
says to you, ‘The Messiah just arrived,’ 
Rachel once heard him teach, ‘finish 
planting the tree and then go greet the 
Messiah.’”

Judaism Quick Check!

Do you have 
any historical 
questions or 
feedback that 
you would 
like to share?



Discussion

03

Questions worth talking about



What is Rachel searching for throughout the novel?
She explains that it hurts her to continuously raise 
children and watch them die. So when she and Elazar 
failed to have more children together, why did she 
leave him? Why does she keep coming back? What 
does Rachel want; is it as simple as death?

Discussion Question



What is the role of figurative 
language in this novel? How 

does the use of analogies and 
metaphors inform us about 

Rachel’s past, religion, and inner 
thoughts and beliefs? How does 
figurative language play a role in 

the author’s storytelling?

Discussion Question
“Everything involved elaborate 

rituals, and familiar rituals too: the 
intricate purifications of specially 
designed vessels, the delicately 

worded vows she had to sign, the 
elite caste of select people 

imbued with arcane knowledge, 
the consulting of body parts as 

oracles, the long silent waiting for 
judgement, the obsessiveness 

involving blood.” (p. 212, 
comparing lab to a temple).



Discussion Question

Throughout the novel, Rachel refers to herself as 
something other than human. In Chapter 10 (page 
131), she states that “children get to be blessings, 

gifts, burdens, even, occasionally people.” What does 
she mean by this? How does this help us understand 

the way she views the world, or life?



In Eternal Life, Rachel is able to restart her life when she 
“dies.” Is Rachel the same when she starts anew? Do 
her actions change from life to life? Do you see any 
similarities between the different periods of her life?

Discussion Question 



Meaningful Quotes
“Many days and years and 
people had passed before 
she understood that the 

details themselves were the 
still and sacred things, that 
there was nothing else, that 
the curtain of daily life itself 
was holy, that behind it was 

only a void.”

“That’s the problem. We don’t 
grow. We’re like an old book, full 
of stories and also full of errors, 

and no one can completely 
understand us, even though 

many people try. But the 
problem is that we don’t 

change. Only the people around 
us change.”

“Then there were other reasons 
for living too, ones that mortals 
rarely thought of but that raged 
like fires in Rachel’s mind: To 

correct mistakes. To avoid 
regret. To accept regret. To 

change.”
“Eventually Honi asked God to 
kill him, because he realized he 

had become superfluous. Which 
in fact was the entire purpose of 

life, to live in such a way that 
one made oneself superfluous. 
And therein lay the root of the 

problem. There was no point in 
any of it, none at all, unless one 

had plans to leave.”

“Maybe it’s still worth it to 
me, even if it doesn’t last 
forever,” he said. “Maybe 

you’re still worth it to me.”

“No one had any idea of 
how thick a layer of 

arbitrary conventions 
enshrouded a naked soul.”



Did you highlight any 
specific quotes or passages 

from the novel?

Feel free to share!



Key 
Takeaways
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Lessons learned from 
reading the novel-Sarah



The past connects to 
the present, history 
repeats itself

Throughout the novel, we are able to see the connections 
between Rachel’s past and her present day, especially in 
the treatment of Jewish people. Rachel sees everything, 
starting with the burning of the second temple to Jewish 
people being harassed in modern day. We get to see how 
the story lives on even after the temple is burned. This also 
ties into how throughout time Rachel had named her kids 
after kids earlier in her lifetime. Just overall, the past and 
the present are tied together. 



Life is meaningless 
without death.

Rachel’s daughter Hannah says something like this at the very 
end of Eternal Life. Throughout the whole novel, we see Rachel’s 
past leading to present day for her. We see how she has lived 
and experienced death in many other ways except for herself. I 
think this meaning is a better representation of any mortal 
character/reader. We all will die in the end, so why not live life to 
the fullest until that day comes. For Rachel, the closest she has 
is starting anew, which has still given her life meaning.



Taking responsibility 
sometimes means losing 
control.
Rachel has to forever live with the decision she made back when she 
was younger. She had control, but lost it when she gave away her 
death. Rachel tries to gain control back when she is asking Hannah to 
help her die. In the end, it doesn't work out and Rachel starts anew 
once more. Rachel loved and cared for Yochanan so much that she 
stepped up to make sure he would stay alive. She now has lost 
something very important, her death, but has continued to live on and 
make the most of her situation even though she no longer has some 
control over her life.



Love transcends time

We can see this theme throughout the novel in different ways. 
Elazar always came back to Rachel throughout all the years they 
were gone. At the end of the novel, Elazar and Rachel aren’t 
together but it allows her to love him even not while in a 
relationship. We can also see the love Rachel has for her children. 
She wanted Yochanan to live and gave up her death for him. We 
also see throughout time that Rachel has named her children after 
previous ones in her life.



Conclusions

05

Final thoughts and 
audience questions



Conclusions

What insight do we 
gain about identity?

Significance

How was the author 
able to bring this story 
to readers of different 

groups? 

Goals

How do the themes 
affect the what we 
gain?

Themes

What connections do 
we take away as 
readers in our own 
life?

Connections
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Our project benefitted enormously from the willingness of community members to welcome

us and teach us. We express our gratitude to hosts at area religious centers, including Dr.

Jonathon Spodek at Temple Beth El, Dr. Kashif Abdul-Rahman at the Islamic Center of

Muncie, Sathya Thulasiraman and Dr. Anita Joshi at the Hindu Temple of Central Indiana.

We thank Laura Janiga at Maring-Hunt Public Library for her partnership in hosting the

CREDOS book club series.

We are also indebted to members of the Ball State community who facilitated connections

with community partners, including Safwan Malasalih, Sherif Attallah, Robert Phillips, and

Archana Sathyamurthy. Dr. Ludwig is also grateful to members of the Honors College who

were instrumental in bringing this course about and to Coralee Young, in particular, for her

administrative contributions. 

Finally, this experience was meaningful thanks to the curiosity and collegiality of 14

remarkable students:

Ashley Anderson

Ambrose Day

Madeline Flight

Madi Garrett

Keeleigh Kikendall

Lauren Latham

Olivia Linnemann

Brianna Lopez

Sydney Merrill

Archana Sathyamurthy

Amy Schwartz

Natalie Thomison

Olivia Vincent

Sarah Wahl
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